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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let E be a nonempty set and let L be a linear class of real-valued 
functions g: E + [w having the properties: 
Ll. f,gEL*(uf+bg)ELfor all a,6~R; 
L2. 1 E L, that is if f(t) = 1 (t E E), then f~ L. 
We also consider isotonic linear functionals A: L + R. That is, we suppose 
Al. A(uf+bg)=aA(f)+bA(g) forf,gEL, a,6~R; 
A2. f E L, f(t) > 0 on E * A(f) 2 0 (A is isotonic). 
In this paper we shall give some results related to Jessen’s inequality 
[ 131 for convex functions (see also [ 51): 
JESSEN’S INEQUALITY. Let L satisfy properties Ll, L2 on a nonempty set 
E, and suppose $ is a convex function on an interval Zc R. Zf A is any 
isotonic linear functional with A( 1) = 1 then, for all g E L such that 4(g) E L, 
we have A(g)EZ and 
Some lemmas which are complements of the inequality (1) are given in 
[ 51. For example, the following result is given (see also [24]): 
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LEMMA 1. Let 4 be convex on an interval I= [m, M], (-co <m < 
M< + oo), let L satisfy conditions Ll, L2, and let A be any isotonic linear 
functional on A with A( 1) = 1. Then for all g E L such that 4(g) EL (so 
m<g(t)<Mfor all tEE) we have 
The right-hand side of (2) is a nondecreasing function of M and a nonincreas- 
ing function of m. 
In Section 2 we shall give some refinements and improvements of (l), 
together with an application to an extension of Knopp’s inequality [ 151. In 
Section 3, we consider generalizations of a number of classical inequalities 
involving mean values of various kinds, as well as Holder type inequalities. 
Finally, in Section 4 we extend some of the basic inequalities for (real) 
isotonic linear functionals to complex linear functionals given by 
A(f)=A(Ref)+iA(Imf). 
2. REFINEMENTS OF JESSEN'S INEQUALITY 
It is reasonable to ask whether the requirement that 4 be convex in (1) 
can be relaxed. A positive answer to this is given in 
LEMMA 2. Let L satisfy properties Ll, L2 on a nonempty set E, and sup- 
pose 4: I-, R is a function such that there exists a constant k for which 
4(y)-4(yo)~k(y-yo) fora~~y~l, (3) 
where y, is a fixed point of I. Zf A: L + R is any isotonic linear functional 
with A(l)=l, then for ail ggL such that #(g)EL and A(g)=y,, the 
inequality ( 1) holds. 
The proof is similar to the proof of Jessen’s inequality (see, for example, 
[S]). If 4 is convex on Z, then for each yO EZ, a constant k =k(y,,) exists 
such that (3) holds. Clearly not all 4 satisfying (3) for some y, E Z, k E R, 
are convex. 
For our next refinement of Jesse& inequality, we shall assume that d is 
an algebra of subsets of E, and that the linear class of functions g: E -+ R 
satisfies not only Ll, L2 but also 
L3. gEL, E,E&*ggC,,EL, 
where C,, is the characteristic function of E,. That is, C,,(t) = 1 for t E El, 
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and C,,(t) = 0 for TV E\E,. It follows from L2, L3 that C,, E L for all 
E, E&. Also, L contains all constant functions by Ll, L2. Observe that 
LEMMA 3. Let L satisfy properties Ll, L2, and L3 on a nonempty set E, 
and suppose 4 is a convex function on an interval Ic IF& Zf A is any isotonic 
functional on L with A( 1) = 1 then, for all g E L such that d(g) E L, we have 
f’,(E) 2 &@I I+ &‘,(E\ EI ) 2 J’&E, 12 0, (5) 
for all El E d such that 0 < A(C,,) < 1, where 
J’,(4) = 44(g) CE,)-A(CE,) KGS,,MAW,,)). (6) 
Equality holds in the first part of (5) f or strictly convex 4 tf and only tf 
4gG,YW,,) = AkG,,,Y-W,,,,). 
Proof To prove the first inequality of (5), set p = A(C,,), q = A(CE,E,) 
(so p + q= 1 by the first of (4)), x = A(gC,,)/A(C,,), y = 
4G,&W,,,, ) in the convexity condition 
Pti(X) + 44(Y) 2 b(PX + qY )9 (p+q= I), (7) 
and use the fact that px + qy = A(g) by the second of (4); similarly, use 
A(h))=A(4k) G,) +44(g) G\EJ 
To prove the last inequality of (5) (hence also the second), observe that 
it is just the inequality (1) applied to the isotonic linear functional 
A,: L+ [w defined by 
A,(g) = AkGJlAG,), &TEL, 
and having A,( 1) = 1. Equality holds in the first part of (5) precisely when 
it holds in (7); for strictly convex 4 this is the case if and only if x = y, since 
o<p, q< 1. 
Remark 1. The inequalities (5) are a substantial refinement and 
improvement of the Jessen inequality (1) since (5) gives a lower bound 
(2 0) on the difference A(4(g)) - b(A(g)) = F,(E). 
Remark 2. Lemma 3 is a generalization of an “index-set” type of 
inequality proved by Vasic and Mijalkovic [35]; see also Theorem 3 of 
C361. 
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Remark 3. Similarly, we may use Lemma 3 (or suitable modifications 
thereof) to prove other index-set inequalities of Everitt [lo, 111, 
McLaughlin and Metcalf [19], and Mitrinovic and Vasic [23]. 
(Statements of these results are also to be found in Mitrinovic [20; pp. 54, 
39, 56, 86, 871.) These results are refinements of Holder, Minkowski, and 
CebySev inequalities, and certain mean-value inequalities. See also [22; 
pp. 54, 78, 91-92, 122-1231 for these and related results. 
We now give a generalization of Lemma 3, followed by a related 
generalization of an inequality of Knopp. 
COROLLARY 1. Let L satisfy properties Ll, L2, L3 on a nonempty set E, 
and let Ic/, 1 be strictly monotonic functions on an interval I such that 
4 =x 0 II/ -’ is convex on I. Zf A is any isotonic linear functional on L with 
A( 1) = 1 then, for all g E L such that x(g), $(g) E L, we have 
(8) 
for all E, E ~4 such that 0 < A(C,,) < 1, where 
ffg(W=AMd GJ-WE,) #M+(g) G,I4C,,))- (9) 
Equality holds in the first part of (8) for strictly convex 4 if and only if 
4$(g) C,,)lA(C,,) =4$(g) G,.,YAG,.,). 
Proof. Take gEL with x(g)EL, t,Qg)EL, l(l(g)EL, and set g,=+(g) 
so g,EL and #(gI)=x(g)EL. Since 
Fg,(EI I= H,(E, 1 for E,E&‘, 
the inequality (8) follows from (5). The above equality condition for g 
likewise follows from that of Lemma 3 for g, = Ii/(g). Lemma 3 is, of course, 
just the special case Ii/(x) zz X, 4 =x, of Corollary 1, but only in the case 
that 4 is strictly monotonic. 
THEOREM 1. Let L satisfy conditions Ll, L2 on a nonempty set E, and 
let A be an isotonic linear functional on L with A( 1) = 1. Let t,k, x be strictly 
monotonic functions on Z= [m, M] ( - 00 < m -z M < co), such that 
#=xol(/-’ is convex on I. For all gEL such that x(g)EL, Il/(g)EL (so 
m<g(t)<Mfor all tEE), we have 
0 G 4x(g)) - d(A(ll/(g))) 
Goyyl (ex(m)+(l-e)X(M)-~CetCl(m)+(1-8)~L(M)I). (10) . . 
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Proof: As in the proof of Corollary 1, set g, =$(g). Then g, E L, 
4(gl)E L, and m, <g,(t)<M, where m, = J/(m), M1 =$(M) if rj is 
increasing, or m, = $(M), M1 = $(m) if tj is decreasing. By Lemma 1, 
4x(g)) - m(e))) =4&g,)) - &ml)) 
6 ~(M~-A(g~))~(m~)+(A(gl)--l)~(Ml)~I(Ml-m~)-$(A(gl)) 
G oT;Tl (e~(m,)+(l-e)~(M,)-~Cem,+(1-8)M,l}. . . 
If [m,, M,] = [$(m), I,+(M)] this reduces to the right-hand inequality of 
(10). If [m,, M,] = c+(M), $(m)] the same result follows by making the 
substitution 8 + 1 - 0 in (10). The left-hand inequality is equivalent to 
q+l(gl))<A(&(gl)) and so follows by (1). 
Remark 4. If t,V(x), x’(x) exist with tj’(x) #O on Z, the maximum value 
on the right side of (10) is attained for 
O= x(M) - x(m) 
{‘(“)e4’+’ ($(M)-i&m) )I/ 
CWW - ti(m)l. (11) 
The special case A(g) = 5; g dx, (m <g(x) < M), with $(x) = x, so 4 = x 
(convex) on Z= [m, M], was considered by Knopp [15, Satz 11, who 
proved the result with 8 given by (11). Theorem 1 is thus a double 
generalization of Knopp’s result. For other related results, see [24]. 
Remark 5. The inequalities (10) can be written as 
0 G 4x(g)) - X(M& -4)) G $yl a0 
. . 
where K(0) is as in (lo), and M,(g; A) E $-‘(A($(g))) is the generalized 
mean of g with respect to the operator A and tj, considered in some detail 
in [S]. 
We conclude this section by giving a simple reformulation of the 
inequalities (1) and (2), together with some applications which will 
illustrate the power of this reformulation. 
THEOREM 2. Let 4 be convex on an interval Z 3 [m, M], where 
-co<m<M<oo. Suppose g:E-+IW satisfies m<g(t)<M for all tcE, 
that g E L and 4(g) E L. Let A: L --, Iw be an isotonic linear functional with 
A( 1) = 1, and let p = pg, q = qg be nonnegative numbers (with p + q > 0) for 
which 
0) = (pm + qM)l(p + 4). (12) 
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Then 
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(13) 
ProoJ: Observe first that since m < A(g) < M, there always exist p 2 0, 
q>O, (p + q) > 0 satisfying (12). The first inequality in (13) is just (l), 
while the second of (13) is (2). 
Remark 6. Observe that, for the given p, q (determined by g) in (12), 
this inequality can be regarded as a refinement of the inequality obtained 
from the definition of convexity for the function 4. In case A(g) = m, it 
follows that pg > 0, qg = 0 and (13) reduces to 4(m) < A(b(g)) <4(m) so no 
refinement is possible. Similarly, if A(g) = M no genuine refinement of (13) 
is possible. We now show that, whenever m < A(g) < M, a refinement of 
is possible for arbitrary p > 0, q > Cone of the form (13) but for an 
appropriately chosen function g, E L (g, = gr,P,4)-namely, 
pW + q4W) 
p+q ’ 
provided only #(g, ) E L. 
Here, of course, as in (12), we haoe m <gl(t)<M for tE E, and A(g,)= 
(pm + qM)/(p +q). To prove this we consider two cases: (a) q/(p + q) < 
CA(g)-ml/W-m), and (Wd(P+d> C-G)-ml/W-m). If (a) 
holds, it suffices to take gi(t) = clg(t) +m(l + CI) for t E E, with 
cr=4(M--m)l{(p+q)CA(g)--l}, so 0 < CI < 1. If (b) holds, one can 
likewise verify that it sulfmes to take gi( t) = Bg(t) + M( 1 - p) for t E E, with 
B=p(M-m)/{(p+q)[M-A(g)]}; now (b) implies O</J<l. 
Remark 7. As a special case of Theorem 2, let E = [a, b], - 00 c a < 
b < co, take m = a, M= b and let L consist of all integrable functions 
g:E-,IW. Define A:L+IW by 
A(g) = I” g(t) Mb -a), gEL, 
a 
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so A is an isotonic linear functional with A( 1) = 1. In Theorem 2 take 
g(t) = t, and let 4 be any convex function on 11 [a, b]. Since 
A(g) = J; t dt/(b - a) = (a + b)/2, 
we have p = q = 1. By (13) we obtain Hadamards inequality 
(14) 
The first part of (14) was proved in 1893 by Hadamard [ 12]-before con- 
vex functions as such had been introduced-for functions 4 with 4’ increas- 
ing on I. See also Mitrinovii: [20, p. 141, as well as generalizations in [32, 
33, 18, 341, some of which we now obtain or improve. 
In [18], it was proved that ifp, q >O, 4 is conuex on II [a, b], and 
Y = (pa + qb)/(p + q), then 
provided 0 < y < [(b - a)/( p + q)] min( p, q). The case p = q = 1, 
y=(b-a)/2 of (15) is Hadamard’s inequality. We now show that under 
the same hypotheses Hadamard’s inequality yields the following refinement 
of (15), namely 
pa+@ 4 (-) G&J’;’ 4(f) dt 
p+q Y Y 
<; MY-Y)+#(Y+Y)l G 
~#(a) + 99(b) 
P+4 * 
(16) 
First, observe that if 0 c y < [(b - a)/(~ + q)] min(p, q) then by consider- 
ing two cases (0 <p < q, 0 < q <p), one easily verifies that a G y - y < 
y + y <b, so 4 is defined on [y - y, y + y]. By Hadamard’s inequality (14) 
with u, b replaced by y-y, y + y, we obtain 
~(~)~~~~~~~(r)d~~~ C$(Y-Y)+~(Y+Y)~. 
Y Y 
By the definition of convexity we have, for a < x, < x2 <x3 < b, 
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Hence, taking x, = a, x3 = b we obtain 
b-(Y-Y) 4lY-Y)e b-a Iw+y;~;alw> 
b-(Y+Y) W+Y)G b-a #(a)+ y y, a 4(b). 
(18) 
(19) 
From (17), (18), (19) we now have 
/(y)~~Sy~V/(t)dt~~{((Y-Y)+~(Y+Y)J 
<;{ff;,l I+ -a em)= 
Ma) + 44(b) 
p+q ’ 
proving (16). As another application of Theorem 2, we have 
THEOREM 3. Suppose L satisfies conditions Ll, L2, L3 on a nonempty set 
E, and that 4 is convex on an interval I, while f, g E L with q5( f ), 4(g) E L. 
Let A, B be two isotonic linear functionals on L for which A( 1) = B( 1) = 1. If 
A(g) = B(f), and E, E d satisfies A(C,,) > 0, A(C,) > 0 where E2 = E\ E,, 
and if 
then 
AW,,KW,,) Gf (t) d 4&&W,) for all t E E, (20) 
Proof. By Lemma 4(1’) of [S] with k= C,, we have 
dMgC,))/A(C,)) G 44(g) C,)/A(C,), i= 1,2. (22) 
(This also follows from (l), as in the proof of Lemma 3.) Now apply 
Theorem 2, (13), to the isotonic linear functional B and the function f; with 
m = 4gCE,Y4CE,)~ M= NgCE2)/A(CE2). For P = A(C& 4 = A(%) we 
havep+q=A(C,)=A(l)=l, and 
B(f)=A(g)=A(gC,,)+A(gC,,)= 
pm+qM p+q . 
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Hence, by (13) we obtain 
<-44(g) CE,) + 44(g) C,) 
=44(g)), 
by (22) 
proving (21). The inequality (21) is again a refinement of Jessen’s 
inequality (1). It is also a generalization of an inequality given in [ 341. 
3. REMARKS ON SOME CLASSICAL INEQUALITIES AND MEANS 
In [S], as special cases of the means M,(g; A), we also considered the 
generalization of the classical means @‘l(g), for isotonic linear functionals 
A. These are defined for r E R by 
W’(g; A) = A(g’)” r #O, 
= ew(Nog d), r = 0, 
(23) 
where g(x) > 0 for x E E, log g E L, and g’ EL (and L satisfies Ll, L2). We 
also considered Holder’s and Minkowski’s inequalities for isotonic 
functionals (Theorems 7 and 8 in [5]), and use these results freely in what 
follows. 
3.1. By writing s = ar + bt, where a + b = 1, Holder’s inequality 
yields the following Liapunov inequality for isotonic functionals: 
MC”l(g; A) < MC’l(g; A)“l”““-“‘l”-‘“MC’l(g; A)“/““‘“-‘““~‘“, 
(0 < r < s < t). 
Hence, by the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality, 
Mqg. A) <L t--s 9 s t--r M%;A)+; E Wl(g;A), ( > ( 1 
MCr7(g; A) - MCr7(g; A) s(t - r) 
MC”(g;A)--[“‘(g;A)Qr(t- 
(O<r<s<t). 
This inequality was proposed by Hsu (as a problem) in 1955 (for the 
classical means); see Beesack [4] and PeEarii: and Wang [26]. 
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3.2. In [4], the final inequality of 3.1 for the classical means M(r) 
(Hsu’s inequality) was proved by showing that the function M(r-‘) is con- 
vex for r > 0. Here, for our generalized means Mcr3( g; A), we shall give a 
shorter, simpler proof of a more powerful result: the function 
f(s) = hP’“‘( g; A) is logarithmically convex (hence convex) for s > 0. 
Indeed, this follows from the Liapunov inequality of 3.1 by the sub- 
stitutions t=x-‘, r=y-l, t(s - r)/[s(t - r)] = 1, giving l-A= 
r(t-s)/[s(t-r)] ands=[llx+(l-A)yJ-‘,and theinequality 
f(nx+(l-I)y)~f(x)“f(y)‘~~ for O<x<y, O<i<l, 
proving the logarithmic convexity. 
3.3. Holder’s inequality for isotonic functionals [S, Theorem 71 
can be stated in the following form: 
Let L satisfy conditions Ll, L2, and A satisfy conditions Al, A2 on a base 
set E. If O<l< 1 andf, g, f’.g’-‘EL, then 
A(f’g’-‘.)dA(f)‘.A(g)‘-‘. (24) 
To prove this from [S, Theorem 71, set f= wfl’“, g = wg:/(’ - ‘) and find 
wflgl = w”w’-~lg, =f2gg’-“. 
3.4. For the next result we shall suppose that all expressions A(g) 
exist, that O<s,, s2< 1, p> 1, and p-i +q-‘= 1. By using (24) twice, we 
obtain 
Now suppose that x, y E R with either 06 x < y or y< x<O (SO 
0 d x/y < 1). By using the substitutions 
a =f’-Yg’4- ‘)y+r, b,f(P--l)Y+rgr-Y 
> 
s, =q-I(1 -xv-‘), s*=p-‘(1 -xy-‘), 
the last inequality becomes 
h(x) G h(y) where h(x)=A(f’P~I)x+rgr-x)l/pA(fr--xg(q--l)x+r)I/q. 
(25) 
In (25) take r = 1, p = q = 2. Then, successively take x =0, y = a - 1; 
x=a-1, y=p-1; x=/?-l, y=l. These yield the following 
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generalizations of the well-known Callebaut inequalities [7] (see also [22; 
pp. 799801): 
provided either 1 <a<j3<2 or /3<a< 1. 
3.5. In case f’ E L for all r E R, (24) yields 
A(f’“+“-“‘“)~A(f’)“.A(f”)‘-“, 0<1<1, (27) 
on making the substitutions f +f’, g +f”. Hence the function G(r) = A(f ‘) 
is logarithmically convex (and so is convex) on R. 
3.6. We consider a two-parameter family of means, BJf; A), 
defined by 
Bp,,M4= {A(fP)IA(f4))1’(p--q) (pZ9); 
BP&t A)=e~(A(fJ%3f )lA(f% 
(28) 
for p, q E R. Here we assume f(x) > 0 for x E E, fp E L, f p log f E L for all 
p E R, that L satisfies Ll, L2, and that A: L + R satisfies Al, A2. We apply 
the following known result for convex functions, 
(x2-x,)-1~~(x2)-~(x1)~~(Y2-Yl)-1~$(Y2)-~(Y1)~ if (29) 
x1 Gy,, x2 6y2, (xi #x2, y, #y,) to the convex function 4(x) = log A(f”) 
to obtain 
&&t-i A) d ~y2rJ-f; -4) if x,dy,, x2<y2 
and xlZx2, Y,#Y,. (30) 
We now show that (30) holds even if x1 =x2 or y, =y,. 
To prove this we use the result proved in [S; Sect. 31 that M[“(g; A) is 
a nondecreasing function of r on IR and, in particular, that 
A(fX1-x2)1’(x’-x2)~exp (A(logf)) 
<A(fQXI l/(X2-X1) 1 if x1 <x2. (31) 
We apply (31) to the isotonic linear functional AI : E + R defined for cer- 
tain gE L (see Lemma 4(1’) of [5]) by A,(g) = A(f”‘g)/A(f”‘) for i= 1,2. 
First taking i = 1, the right-hand inequality of (3 1) reduces to 
&,,x,(f; A 1 G Bx,x,(f; A 1 if x1<x2. 
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Similarly, taking i = 2, the left-hand inequality of (31) reduces to 
Bx2,x,(f; A ) G 42,*,(L ‘4 1 if x1 <x2. 
These two inequalities show that (30) is valid even in the cases of equality 
of x1, x2 or y,, y,. Note that (30) implies that BJf; A) is a nondecreasing 
function of both p and q for all p, q E R. 
3.7. In [28], take E= [x, y] for fixed x, y with O<x<y< co, 
p=s-1, q=r-l,f(t)=t, and 
A(g) = jygW WY-X), 
x 
where L is the set of all bounded measurable functions on E. The means 
(28) become, on writing E(r, s) = B,- I,r- ,(t; A): 
fs, rs #O, r 
E(r,O)= E(0, r)={;l;;I;xjl”, r#O, 
E(,., r) = e- l/r(Xx'/yY')l/(x'-Y'), 
HO, ) = J’&. 
r # 0, 
By (30), these means E(r, s) are nondecreasing in both r and s. 
These means were introduced by Stolarsky [28], and have been con- 
sidered by Leach and Sholander [16, 171. The proof of the nondecreasing 
character of E(r, s) given in [16] appears to be more difficult than that 
given above. 
3.8. In (28), take E = (1,2 ,..., n}, f(k) = ak > 0 (k E E), and 
Then 
A(f)= i ak/n. 
k=l 
P#% 
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is the Dresher mean (for sums), introduced by Dresher [9]. Again we can 
conclude that D(p, q) is nondecreasing in both p and q. For this, see Brenner 
[6; Sect. 33. 
For a second result related to the Dresher means we prove the following 
generalization of 
DRESHER'S INEQUALITY [9]. Let A, B: L --) R be isotonic linear 
functionals, suppose thatfi, Ui: E+ [0, 00) withf;, (Clfi)‘, ~1, (C; u~)~EL, 
wherep>l>r>OandA(uf)>Ofor l<i<n. Then 
Proof: By an easy extension of Minkowski’s inequality for isotonic 
functionals [S, Theorem 81, we have 
Hence, 
= $ ~(~(f~))‘/‘P-r)l(.IJ~P}p’~p-r~ 
. i CB(W 
i 
-r/(P-r) 
ll(p--r) (P--rY--r) 1 
1 
.$ A(f f)l/(P--r). B&i)-l/(P--r) 
by the ordinary Holder inequality for sums with the conjugate indices 
P = (p - r)/p, Q = (p - r)/( - r). This proves the stated result. 
Dresher [9; Sect. 71 dealt with the special case n = 2, B = A, E = [0, 11, 
A(f) = JA f dp. A simpler proof, also for this case, essentially the proof 
given above, can be found in Danskin [8]. A special case with 1 <p < 2, 
r =p - 1, was given earlier by Beckenbach [2]. See also [3, pp. 27-281 for 
other proofs of these results of Beckenbach and Dresher. 
3.9. If A: L + IF! satisfies Al, A2 then as a trivial consequence of 
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the Minkowski inequality for isotonic functionals [S, Theorem 81, with 
w=l, we haveforpal, 
provided If- gl p, If- hl p, (h - gl P E L. We use this and a generalization of 
the PetroviC inequality for convex functions (see [S, Theorem 121) to 
prove the following: 
Ifpa Lf>o, g20,fp, gp, If-glP, If-4 EL and if 
If(t)-g(t)1 G4lf-glL t E E, 
then 
I4f”)““-&?“P”l <aIf-$A). 
(32) 
(33) 
Proof. Take x0 = 0, d(u) = up in Theorem 12 of [5] to conclude, using 
(32), that 
(This follows trivially from (32) if A( 1) = 1, but we make no such 
assumption.) Now 
so 
A(fyA4(gp)"pG4(lf-gl). 
Interchanging the roles of f and g here (33) follows. This result is a 
generalization of a problem posed by Mitrinovii: [21]; see also [ 11. 
4. SOME INEQUALITIES WITH COMPLEX FLJNCTIONALS 
In this last part of the paper we suppose that L satisfies conditions Ll, 
L2 on a base set E, and that A is an isotonic linear functional on L. We 
consider the class 
~?={jE+C(Ref~L,1mf~L), 
- - 
and the functional A: L + @ defined by 
A(f)=A(Ref)+iA(Imf)=Re(A(f))+iIm(,?(f)). (34) 
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Clearly 2 is a complex linear functional on 1, that is 
4af+ k) = &A(f) + Pm for f,gEL, a,fl~@. 
We now give some simple properties of A. 
(35) 
4.1. IffELand IflcL, then 
I4f)l G 4lfl I 
Proof: For arbitrary 8 E [w we have 
Re(e”A(f)) = Re(A(eief)) = A(Re(eief)) 
~Nlfl). 
Suppose that A(f) = re”. Take 8 = - t in the preceding to obtain 
IA(f)1 = r = Re(e-“A(f)) < A( IfI). 
(36) 
4.2. Suppose that f E Z, If I E L, and a - 8 < arg f (t) 6 a + 8 for all 
t E E, where a, 0 are real constants with 0 < 8 < n/2. Then 
Proof. 
i4f)i 2 (~0s 0) 4ifi). (37) 
- 
IA( = le-‘“A(f)\ >Re(e-‘“A(f))=A(Re(e-‘7)) 
= A [ 1 f I Re(e’(“‘~-“) )I= Nf I cos(wf-4) 
~A(coselfl)=(cose)A(Jfl). 
4.3. If, in 4.2, we have a < arg f (t) < a + 8 for all t E E (0 < 8 -C 7c/2), 
then 
fi I4f )I 3yNf I). (38) 
Proof. For arbitrary 
(fiP)(lxl+ IA). Hence 
complex z=x+iy, we have IzI B 
IJ(f )I = lemia4f )I G >‘T { (Re(e-‘“d(f ))I + IIm(e-iOA(f ))I} 
d =7j- {Jlfl cos(wf--a))+4lfl Wwf-4% 
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IA(f) 2 2 A( IfI [cos(argf- a) + sin(argf- a)]). 
Since the function x I-+ cos x + sin x = h(x) 2 h(O) = h(rr/2) = 1 for 0 < x 6 
71/2, (38) follows. 
It follows from (37) and (38) that ifftzL, IflEL, and a<argf(t)d 
a + 9, for all t E E, where 0 -C 8 < n/2, then 
(39) 
Remark 8. The inequality (37) is a generalization of an inequality of 
Petrovic [27], and (39) is a generalization of a result from [29], namely 
the inequality 
4.4. For our next result we suppose that g: E + Iw andf: E -+ @ are 
such that g2 E L, 1 f 1 2 E L, I fgl l L, fg E E, f 2 E E. Then 
14&)12 G t 4g2H41f12) + 14f2)I 1. (40) 
Proof First we show that there exists a number a E Iw such that if 
fi = e”f, then 
AkRefd>O and A(gImf,)=O. 
It suffices to prove the second of these since, if necessary, we may then 
replace f, by ( -fi) (that is, a by a + rr), to give the first. Set 
k(a)=A(gIm(e’y))=A(g IfI sin(a+argf)). 
We have k(0) = -k(n), so it suffices to prove that k is continuous on 
[0, 7~1. This follows from 
W(a) -4d = IAh If I CsW + argf I- sinh+ wsf )I)1 
~I~~l~l~Ifl~l~--a,l~I=l~--a,l~~gfl~. 
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With this choice of a, we have 
I&fir)l = le”&ldl = I&fA = 4g Refi)9 
SO 
by the special case p = q = 2 of the generalized Holder inequality. Since 
WWl)2 = VA’+ Mfi) = VI’+ WfTh 
I~Ck)12 G 1 4g2){41f12) + -WWf~))}. 
But 
NW3) = Re &f3 6 I&f:)l = I&f2)L 
whence we obtain (40). 
Note that the inequality (40) is a generalization of an inequality 
involving sums due to De Bruijn, (see, for example, Mitrinovic [20, 
pp. 313-3141). It is an improvement of the generalized Cauchy inequality 
IA(fg)12~~(lf12).A(g2), 
since IA(f2)1 <A(lf12) by (36). 
4.5. Our next result is a generalization of the well-known 
inequality of Bohr (see [20, p. 312]), or rather of an extension of this 
result, namely 
if zkEC, ak>o, fa,‘=l. 
1 
Letf: E-+ C, andp: E+ [0, co), suppose r > 1 andp”‘I-‘), Ifl, p Ifl’~ L, 
and f E 1. Then 
IA(f)I’~A(p”“-“)‘-‘A(p IfI’). (41) 
Proof We use 4.1 and Holder’s inequality [S, Theorem 71 with con- 
jugate exponents I, r/(r - 1) to obtain 
IA(f)l’~A(lfl)‘=A(p-l’rp”’ Ifl)‘~A(p”“-“)‘-‘A(p IfI’). 
Similarly, using (40), we can obtain a refinement of this result for r = 2: 
Im-)12 G4 A(P-‘)MP VI’) + 14Pf2)l 1, (42) 
prouidedfe J?, pf2 E Z, and p-l, Ifl, p IfI EL. 
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This follows as above with r = 2 except that (40) is used in place of 
Holder’s inequality (with the substitutions g -+ p - ‘j2, f- p’l’f). The 
inequalities (41) and (42) are generalizations of results given in [30] which 
dealt with the case E = { 1,2 ,..., n}, A(f) = C;fk. 
4.6. Let 4: [O, 00) + IF! be convex and nondecreasing, and let A be 
an isotonic linear functional on L with A( 1) = 1. If f E L, 1 f 1 E L and 
&If I) EL, then 
4(I~(f)l)GW(lfl)). (43) 
Zf 4 is concave and nonincreasing, the reverse inequality holds. 
Pro@ BY (3Q I.%f )I GWf I), so using the properties of 4 and (1 ), 
Eq. (43) follows. For the reverse inequality just apply (43) to -4. 
Now, given f: E + C with f E ,?, define the constant C, by 
c,= cos 8 if a-8<argf(t)<a+0 for all t E E, 
for some a E Iw, 8 E (0, n/2), 
=max($,cosB) if a<argf(t)<a+e for all t E E, 
some a E II& e E (0,7~/2), 
=o otherwise. 
Then 
a(iflJ+K(/)I if f&, )f(EL. (44) 
Zf 4: [O, 00) + R is concave and nondecreasing and if A( 1) = 1, then 
(45) 
provided f E 1, IfI E L, q5( 1 f I) EL. If q5 1s convex and nonincreasing, the 
reverse inequality to (45) holds. 
The inequality (44) follows from (37) and (39), while (45) follows from 
(1) and (44). 
4.7. Let L, A satisfy conditions Ll, L2 and Al, A2 and let g E L. 
Suppose that 0 <g(t) < A( g) for all t E E, and that qk [0, GO) -+ 08 is convex 
with d(O) = 0 and d(g) E L. Then 
44(g)) G&Q)). (46) 
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This follows from Theorem 12 of [S], with x0 = 0 there. Note that in 
case A( 1) = 1, equality holds in (46), by (1). 
Zf 4 is concave and nondecreasing on [0, co) with b(O) = 0, and iff E L, 
IflEL d(lfl)EL, andIf(t)l <Nlfl)for all teE, then 
d4f 11) i 44(If I ))* (47) 
ProoJ Since -4 is convex, it follows from (46) and (36) that 
A(-&lfO)F -4Mlfl))6 -4(I4f)lh 
proving (47). 
Remark 9. By using 4.6 and 4.7 we can obtain further generalizations 
of Bohr’s inequality similar to those given in the papers [29, 14, 253. For 
example, using (43) together with Lemma 4( 1’) of [5] we can prove, as in 
Theorem 2 of [ 143, the following result: 
Let p(t) > 0 for t E E, suppose 4: [0, CD) + Iw is strictly convex, with 
$&uv)~4(u)4(v) f or u, v > 0. Let $(t) =$(t)/t for t >O, and suppose 
$(O+)=O, rc/( + co)= a~. Zf x(t)= l/t,-‘(t), then 
4U4f )I) G II/(&(P))) A(Pd(lf I)) 
provided feEL, Ifl EL, X(P)E& Mlfl)EL, X(P) (6(x(p) Ifl)EL, and 
A(x(p)) > 0. The inequality (41) is the special case 4(u) = U’ of this result. 
In the same way, we can prove converse inequalities similar to those in 
[29, 14, 25 3, by using the other parts of Lemma 4 of [5]. 
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